Is accurate self-monitoring necessary for people with acquired neurological problems to benefit from the use of differential reinforcement methods?
Challenging behaviour exhibited by people with acquired neurological problems must be managed if their maximum rehabilitation potential is to be achieved. Differential reinforcement of low rates of responding (DRL) appears to be an effective method for this. The effectiveness of DRL in the presence of severe cognitive deficits, including disorders of attention and memory, is nevertheless surprising. Indeed, such difficulties may prevent individuals with brain injury benefiting from operant conditioning procedures because of impairment of the central executive component of working memory. Consequently, use of other behavioural techniques such as response cost and self-monitoring training (SMT) have been adopted, as it has been argued they circumvent neuropsychological constraints to learning by directing attention to aspects of behaviour not being monitored. DRL, however, may be more desirable as it involves minimal intrusion; is concerned with establishment of pro-social behaviour; and treatment gains can occur rapidly and be maintained for long periods following withdrawal. Whether DRL is dependent upon accurate self-monitoring is addressed through the study of three people participating in rehabilitation. This shows DRL can be effective, despite severe cognitive impairments, but SMT facilitates greater improvements in selective attention. How DRL may circumvent cognitive impairment is discussed.